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Abstract— Electronic noses utilizes an array of chemical sensors of different specificities which responds to the volatile organic compounds present in the gases. The use of electronic
chemical sensors in an array design with coupled signal conditioning and appropriate pattern recognition system is capable of
identifying complex odours.Such an artificial gas sensing system
is called 'electronic nose'. The requirement for the sensors in a
electronic nose is that they have a partial sensitivity, i.e. that they
can respond broadly to a range or class of gases rather than to a
specific one. However, The electronic nose will categorize many
odours that contain many chemical components. Different types
of gas sensors in the sensor array includes metal oxide semiconductors,optical and amperometric gas sensor, surface acoustic
sensors,piezoelectric gas sensors. In this review paper,we discuss
the operating principle of each chemical sensor type and its use
in electronic nose system.
Index Terms—Chemical sensors, Electronic noses, E-nose,
Volatile Organic Compounds(VOC).

I. INTRODUCTION
The development of the electronic nose was encouraged by
the desire for an reasonably priced, quick, and portable device capable of calculating complex mixtures of volatile
compounds[1]. The techniques applied to the sensory evaluation of food materials are based on either the traditional
team of skilled individuals or the analysis of some chemical
substances by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry or the
overall assessment of the odor strength of volatile compounds by the emerging sensor technologies[2]. The human
olfactory system includes sensory tissue, which is an area of
slim epithelium that is situated in the higher part of the
nose[3]. The olfactory bulb and brain validate patterns in the
partially overlapping signals and recognize the odor class or
odor substance[4]. Sensory evaluation using the human
sense is subjective, careful design and meticulous training of
assessors[5] allows it to become a more objective, but still
expensive option. However, it has a great disadvantage of
being a lengthy and expensive methodology whose final result depends on many factors such as, for example, the panelist's training and the specific terminology used in the sensory analysis[6]. This resulted to establish a device for
speedy cost-effective analysis of volatile organic compounds(VOCs) which does not need expert technicians.
These technique are used in the classification and quantification of the chemical compounds accountable for the sensory sensitivity[7]. Persaud and Dodd[8] original detailed
the design of an electronic nose (e-nose) using chemical
sensors and pattern recognition in 1982.
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An electronic nose is a machine that is designed to detect
and discriminate among complex odors using a sensor array
which consists of generally refrained(non-specific) sensors
that are treated with a range of odor-sensitive biological or
chemical substances[9]. Chemical sensors have been widely
used, but they also experience from limited amount of accuracy and problems of long-time stability. The best gas sensor would demonstrate reliability, robustness, sensitivity, selectivity and reversibility. As high selectivity with high
reversibility is difficult to attain. Persaud and Dodd[8] advanced this problem using an array of reversible but only
semi-selective identification layers with different chemical
properties. Selectivity was achieved through the application
of pattern recognition techniques to responses obtained from
the sensor array. E-noses are therefore defined as devices
composed of an array of independently semi-selective and
reversible gas sensors, the output of which is analysed by
some form of pattern recognition software[10]. Chemical
sensors have become an crucial part of our technology and
can be found in chemical process, pharmaceutical, food,
biomedical, industrial safety, clinical, chemical sensors have
gained from the growing power of computers, integrated
electronics, novel designs, and processing tools[11]. The
demonstration of such technical changes can be seen in the
growth of miniaturized, low-priced, portable,and collection
of manufacturable chemical sensors competent of static and
permanent measurement. Many principles of identification
can be used for chemical sensing. This review paper refers
to the sensor technology used within the sensor array and
the uses to which these have been implemented.
II. SENSOR TECHNOLOGY
A number of different sensors have been developed for multi-sensor arrays.These types of sensors demonstrates physical and chemical interactions with the chemical compounds
when they flow over or are in contact with the sensors[11,12]. The choice of sensors is hence quite large and
we have classified them into broader classes. The odor sensors, tasting sensors and biosensors, constitutes the piezoelectric crystal sensors (bulk acoustic wave sensors, surface
acoustic wave sensors) and the conducting organic polymer
sensors[13]. The other groups are the result of a very recent
research.
A. Conducting Polymers
Conducting polymer sensors are normally used in electronic
nose systems. Conducting polymers, such as polypyrrole
(PPy), polythiophene (PTh) and their derivative have been
used as the active layers of gas sensors from 1980s[14]. The
modication in the conductivity of these substances occur as
they are revealed to different types of chemicals, which link
with the polymers.Conducting polymers such as polypyrrole, polythiophene [15] are typically used for e-nose sensing.
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The interaction affects the transfer of electrons along the polymer chain, that is to say, its conductivity. A given compound's affinity for a polymer and its effects on the polymer's conductivity are strongly influenced by the counterions and functional groups attached to the polymer backbone and have been utilized in sensor array research[16].
The mechanism of the fundamental conducting polymer response is unknown but many theories have been suggested
[10]. The major drawbacks are the effect of humidity and
sensor drift due to oxidation of the polymers over time. The
most common gas sensing application of conducting polymer is as chemiresistors[16] but uses of conducting polymer
for Field Effect Transistors (FETs)[17] and as semi-selective
coatings for piezoelectric crystals[18] have also been investigated. They have high sensitivities and short response
time; especially, these features are ensured at room temperature.
Conducting polymers are easy to be produced through
chemical or electrochemical development, and their molecular sequence structure can be changed suitably by copolymerization or structural derivations. In order to use
these polymers in a sensor device, micro-fabrication techniques are employed to form two electrodes separated by a
gap of 10 to 20 μm. Then the conducting polymer is electropolymerized between the electrodes by cycling the voltage
between them. For example, layers of polypyrroles can be
formed by cycling between -0.7 and +1.4 V. Varying the
voltage sweep rate and applying a series of polymer precursors yields a wide variety of active materials. Response time
is inversely proportional to the polymer's thickness. In order
to increase the response times, micrometer-size conductingpolymer bridges are formed between the contact electrodes.The sensors can identify odors at sensitivities of 0.1
parts per million (ppm), but 10 to 100 ppm is more normal.
The main drawback of existing conducting-polymer sensors
is that it is difficult and timeconsuming to electropolymerize
the active material, so they exhibit undesirable variations
from one batch to another. Their responses also drift over
time, and their usually greater sensitivity than metal oxides
to water vapor renders them susceptible to humidity. This
susceptibility can mask the responses to odorous volatile organic compounds. In addition, some odorants can penetrate
the polymer bulk, dragging out the sensor recovery time by
slowing the removal of the VOC from the polymer. This extends the cycle time for sequentially processing odorant
samples.Luo et al.[19] used a commercial preconcentrator
system in conjunction with a portable Cyranose 320, consisting of 32 conducting composite polymers, to identify different cigarette brands with 88% overall identification between four brands. The use of a preconcentrator, requires a
complex sampling regime. Dutta et al.[20] also used a cyranose 320 for the classification of bacteria responsible for eye
infections.The best classification for six bacterial classes
tested was 98%. Hopkins and Lewis [21] used an array of
composite polymer sensors for the detection of nerve gas
analogues
di-methyl-methylphosphonate
(DMMP),diisopropyl-methyl-phosphonate(DIMP) in the presence of
background VOCs such as benzene, methanol, toluene, lighter fluid, diesel fuel and tetrahydrafuran. Each sensor was
0.7 cm by 2.5 cm and consisted of 1mm separated gold electrodes, spin coated with 1 of 10 different composite polymer
solutions.
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B. Metal Oxide Semiconductor
The principle operation of metal oxide sensors is based on
the change in conductance of the oxide on interaction with a
gas and the change is usually proportional to the concentration of the gas. There are two types of metal oxide sensors;
n-type (zinc oxide, tin dioxide, titanium dioxide or iron (III)
oxide) which respond to reducing gases and p-type (nickel
oxide, cobalt oxide) which respond to oxidising gases[22].
The n-type sensor operates as follows: oxygen in the air
reacts with the surface of the sensor and traps any free electrons on the surface or at the grain boundaries of the oxide
grains.
The MOSFET sensor is a metal-insulator-semiconductor
(MIS) device.This particular sensor works on the principle
that the threshold voltage of the MOSFET sensor changes
on interaction of the gate material, usually a catalytic metal,
with certain gases, such as hydrogen, due to corresponding
changes in the work functions of the metal and the oxide
layers [22].
The thick and thin film fabrication methods have been used
to produce metal oxide gas sensors. The metal oxide films
are deposited using screenprinting[24], spincoating[25], RF
sputtering [26] onto a flat or tube type substrate made of
alumina, glass, silicon or some other ceramic. There are various electrode designs but the interdigitated structure appears to be the most common approach. A heating element
is printed onto the back of the substrate to provide the high
temperatures required for metal oxides to operate as gas sensors, typically 200-5008C.Film thickness ranges from 10 to
300mm for thick film and 6-1,000nm for thin film[27]. The
same preparative methods are used to apply the catalytic
metal [28,29]. The general response times for tin oxide sensors with gas concentrations between 0 and 400 ppm and at
temperatures between 250 and 5008C are 5 to 35s and the
recovery times vary from 15 to 70s[28]. The main advantages of metal oxide sensors are fast response and recovery
times, which mainly depend on the temperature and the level of interaction between the sensor and gas [29]. Thin film
metal oxide sensors are small and relatively inexpensive to
fabricate and have lower power consumption than thick film
sensors and can be integrated directly into the measurement
circuitry[30]. However, they have many disadvantages due
to their high operating temperatures, which results in increased power consumption over sensors fabricated from
materials other than metal oxides. As a result, no handheld
e-nose system has been fabricated utilising sensors prepared
from metal oxides[22].
C. Optical sensors
Optical fibre sensor arrays are another approach to odour
identification in e-nose systems. The sides or tips of the optic fibres (thickness, 2mm) are coated with a fluorescent dye
encapsulated in a polymer. The use of optical sensors for
chemical sensing is widespread in many areas[31]. Much of
the early work on the use of optical sensors for gas sensing
was carried out[32]. Optical sensing is very versatile as it
can allow simultaneous collection of intensity and wavelength information, and encompasses a range of techniques
(absorbance, reflectance, fluorescence, refractive index and
colorimetry). The most popular work on fluorescence[33,
34] was carried out on absorption and colorimetric measurements. The sensitivity depends on the type of fluorescent
dye or mixture of dyes and the
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type of polymer used to support the dye [22].
The nature of the polymer controls the response and the
most important factors are polarity, hydrophobicity, porosity
and swelling tendency [34, 22]. Adsorbants, such as alumina, can be added to the polymer to improve the response by
lowering the detection limits of the sensor[35]. Polyanalinecoated optical sensors have been used to identify ammonia
at absorptions as small as 1 ppm and the linear active range
was between 180 and 18,000 ppm,[36]. Optical gas sensors
have very fast response times, less than 10 s for sampling
and analysis[35]. There are several disadvantages of these
types of sensors. The associated electronics and software are
very complex, leading to increased cost, and the sensors
have quite a short lifetime due to photobleaching [34].
D. Piezoelectric Sensor
In 1880, the Curie brothers[37] predicted and demonstrated
piezoelectricity, the phenomena by which certain anisotropic
crystals, when subjected to mechanical stress, generate electric dipoles.There are two types of piezoelectric sensors used
in gas sensing, the surface acoustic wave(SAW) device and
the quartz crystal microbalance(BAW). Both types of devices work on the principle that a change in the mass of the
piezoelectric sensor coating due to gas absorption results in
a change in the resonant frequency on exposure to a vapour[28].
The SAW device is composed of a piezoelectric substrate
with an input (transmitting) and output (receiving) interdigital transducer deposited on top of the substrate[38]. The
sensitive membrane is placed between the transducers and
an ac signal is applied across the input transducer creating
an acoustic two dimensional wave that propagates along the
surface of the crystal at a depth of one wavelength at operating frequencies between 100 and 400MHz[22]. The mass of
the gas sensitive membrane of the SAW device is changed
on interaction with a compatible analyte and causes the frequency of the wave to be altered. The substrates are normally prepared from ZnO, lithium niobate or quartz, which are
piezoelectric in nature[22].
A BAW sensor is a piezoelectric resonator, often made of
quartz with one or both surfaces covered with a sensitive
coating (membrane) of a few mm (1mm-10nm) thickness[39], whose chemical and physical (thermal) characteristics are similar to the gas-chromatography stationary
phases. The structure is connected to an amplifier to form an
oscillator whose three-dimensional waves travel through the
crystal[27] at a frequency of 10-30MHz. In the presence of
volatile compounds there is a process of adsorption or absorption of the chemical species that alter the physical properties of the membrane and hence affects the resonant frequency of the structure. Because of the response is
proportional to the mass adsorbed, this device (a quartz disk
sandwiched between two electrodes) is also called quartz
crystal microbalance (QMB or QCM)[40] and it was already
proposed as a promising sensor for gas detection .
Acoustic sensors have various advantages over other sensors, as high sensitivity and short response time, low power
consumption and size and robustness. The sensitivity of the
acoustic sensor is related to the operating frequency (SAW:
100MHz-1GHz; BAW:10-30 MHz), and it increases as the
square of the fundamental frequency[41]. Disadvantages of
acoustic sensors are the temperature and humidity dependence, the difficulty of replacing sensors, the poor reproducibility in the deposition of the coating material [42].
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The acoustic sensor applications can be divided between
physical and chemical applications[41]. Some physical
properties can be measured by acoustic sensors, as temperature, pressure, electric field . The work carried out in the paper[43] used an array of BAW sensors for monitoring composting procedures. The BAWs were coated with 5
imprinted polymers (chosen to be representative of compound groups found in different stages of composting,
namely alcohols and terpenes) and a functional polymer for
water detection.The array was connected to a composter for
continuous on-line measurements. It was found that the results from the array compared favourably with those obtained by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry.
III. CONCLUSIONS
Conducting polymer composite, intrinsically conducting polymer and metal oxide conductivity gas sensors, SAW and
BAW piezoelectric gas sensors, optical gas sensors and
MOSFET gas sensors have been reviewed in this paper.
These systems offer excellent discrimination and lead the
way for a new generation of “smart sensors” which will
mould the future commercial markets for gas sensors. The
theory of operation, fabrication methods, merits, demerits
and applications of each sensor type in e-nose systems have
been discussed.
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